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full what I specially want in a peak that I mean to climb site, magni
tude, and a decent distance from anything that can be called a resort. 
Being an historian by trade and now a mountaineer, the bulk of it 
blocking the sky at the end of a street as I walk about what was once
and still is in patches Augusta Praetoria, with the memory of crossing 
it, stirs a mass of emotions in me, which it would need a very skilled 
psychologist to unravel and evaluate. After many years and many 
visits, I came almost to dislike the view from Montenvers. I cannot 
be quite sure why, but I think if the confession does not sound 
outrageously priggish to members of the Club it was because of 
some defect in its lines ; though it may have been only through reminis
cence of bad photographs. I never grew weary of any view in the 
Duchy of Aosta. 

As we trudged up the Valpelline on a lovely September day in 
1899, we met a party with laden mules coming down. We did not· 
realise that this was the patronat of the inn at Praraye where we meant 
to sleep. It was a simple inn in those days, and there remained near it 
only a few herdsmen whose bread was the sort that you break with a 
hammer . We got there by moonlight, incredibly beautiful, and were 
in poet's mood until the food position was made clear. Fortunately the 
most provident of us had hidden in his sack's mouth part of a tin of 
bully beef. It was Charles Werner, who fell on the Aubers ridge in 
I 9 I 5. On that tin,. and some emergency beef lozenges, and scraps of 
the herdsmen's stony food we four made shift to sup and breakfast. 

Next day vve crossed the Col de Collon, very empty, very slowly, 
led by a smuggler guide, and came to an Arolla almost equally empty
of men, but fortunately not of food. The management was still at the 
Mont Collon, with a couple of English visitors or so. It was, I think, 
September 15. There we learnt how, little more than a fortnight 
earlier, Owen Glynne Jones and three guides had fallen on the west 
ridge of the Dent Blanche. The news rather shadowed our walk down 
under that ridge and by the graveyard of Evolena. But when I got 
home and my mind turned to the hills, it looked beyond graveyards ; 
and I forgot the tailpiece to Whymper's Scrambles. rfhere were 
dreams of what had been seen and done, plans for seasons of action and 
vision. And I . did not miss many of the next fifteen seasons, the years 
before the curtain of war first fell over Europe. 
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ANY of us will remember the intense heat of August, 1911. 

After enduring for several days life in Londori at a temperature 
of I oo in the shade (a little trying to a man of nearly forty) I 

had escaped, and was rather wearily walking up the Maderanertal 
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towards the S .. A .. C. hotel when I came upon an old lady who was 
keeping a refreshment stall, for which I hope heaven is now rewarding 
her. As I drank a cup of her tea she asked me whether I had ever 
been in the valley before. ' Yes,' I replied, ' ten years ago.' 'Ah I ' 
said she, ' you weren't as big then as you are now, tWere you ? ' 

I did not expect ever to receive such a pretty compliment again. 
But the Honorary Secretary has run it hard. When he asked me to 
read a paper to the Club he said that nowadays he was sometimes 
obliged to have recourse to the middle-aged, and asked me if I minded 
being called middle-aged. But to this he added a greater compliment, 
in the suggestion that some of my mountaineering experiences had 
been of sufficient interest to be made the subject of a paper for reading 
to the Club. Alas ! Not to disprove that, will, I am afraid, be very 
difficult for me. For my achievements among the hills have been 
very insignificant for a member of the Alpine Club, and have been 
marked by such immense lacunae that I fear I am far from being a 
complete mo1,1ntaineer. 

And for this estimate there is other authority than my own. I have 
twice been told that I am not a real climber. This first happened when 
I was of the age at which men go to dances. I cannot remember how 
the subject cropped up, but at one of these functions my partner asked 
me whether I climbed. I confessed some interest or ambition in that 
direction. 'Where are you going next summer?' she asked. ' To 
South-eastern France,' I replied. 'Ah ! ' said she, ' If you were a 
real climber you would be going to Switzerland.' It happened for 
the second time some years ago· at Saas Fee, vvhen, curiously enough, 
another lady asked me the same question, and elicited from me a 
similar admission. ' Ah ! ' quoth she, ' If you were a real climber 
you wouldn't be here : you would be at Zermatt.' Of all this I have 
made full disclosure to the Honorary Secretary ; but I have not found 
him to be any easier to turn from his purpose than any of his pre
decessors in that honourable office have proved to be to turn from 
similar purposes, if any of them ever formed purposes quite similar. 
On his broad shoulders, therefore, be it so good to stand on when 
other foothold is all too lacking. 

When I invoked memory, and began to ask myself, with a view to 
this Paper, what I could remember of my days in the Alps, I tried 
first to recall my somewhat less unimportant expeditions. But the 
capricious goddess would not be dictated to, and vvould not, at my will, 
dictate. I found her most ready to remind me of my earliest days 
an-:tong the hills, when m y ascents were of the very humblest, and 
youthful indiscretions were many. And then, ignoring what I should 
have thought were more memorable things, she .would wax even rather 
garrulous about trivial and isolated incidents that really had nothing 
to do with mountaineering at all. I am afraid it is even possible that 
there may already have been signs of this kind of irrelevance. What is 
at the back of these vagaries ? Why do we remember some things 
and not others ? What is the quality in a happening that makes us 
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rP,member it ? Probably there are a number of them, and their in
vestigation and classification might be interesting. I will not make 
the attempt ; but perhaps I may inadvertently furnish some data for it. 
For I really do not see what I can very well do but follow the goddess's 
lead. And so I hope you will forgive me for the commonplaceness of 
the scenery that we shall pass through, and the uneventfulness of 
the journey. 

When, some time over half a century ago, my father told us that 
now that I was seventeen and my brother rather older, he thought the 
time had come for him 4nd my mother to revisit the Alps, where they 
had previously been only on their honeymoon, and to take us with 
them, it was indeed a thrilling moment for us boys. But we were far 
from imagining how greatly that new world, when we had come to 
know it a little, would · be found to surpass any idea of it that we could 
form, or how powerful an influence it would have on our minds and 
on our lives. 

My father's method of introducing us to that new world was a 
simple one. It was to take us to the Bavarian Highlands, turn us out, 
so to speak, to grass, and trouble very little more about us. I do not 
know whether he ever contemplated that we should take to moun
taineering, He may have thought that in a district Vlhere the mountains 
were low for the Alps, and there was no permanent snow or ice, it did 
not very much matter whether we took to it or not. And I do not 
think that we ever consciously considered the question ourselves. At 
the first place we went to, where we stayed only two nights, there rose 
for a couple of thousand feet or so almost from the door of the inn a 
broad, steep, grassy ridge, somewhat as the ridge of Kirk Fell rises 
close to Wasdale Head. It was the first thing my brother and I saw 
when we stepped out of the door on the morning after our arrival. 
Forthwith we scrambled up it to· the summit to which it led, without 
looking for a path, and without zigzags. Our fate was sealed. 

Next day our party moved to Oberstdorf, where we boys proceeded 
with may I say our mountaineering ? in similar fashion. Paths we 
despised, as artificial aids unworthy of the mountaineer. Nor did we 
think it much more worthy of him to make .any avoidable deviation 
from the mos·t direct line of advance upward or downward, whatever 
obstacle might be capable of being turned by that deviation. There 
was a kind of conifer that grew in places on those hillsides, the name of 
~hich I did not learn. It grew to very little height, but it spread 
branches in every direction close to the ground, and it seems to my 
recollection that the resulting tangle sometimes kept us occupied for 
hours. In our view the penetration of these thickets was part of 
mountaineering, and an art to be cultivated. 

We went up the Nebelhorn via the Vordere See Alp, and tried to 
descend into the Oytal, but were stopped when we were barely zoo ft. 
above the level meadows of that valley by a precipice the descent of 
which we thought was out of the question. I do not remember that 
we· attempted to find out how far the precipice extended laterally. We 
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went straight back nearly to the top and down the way we had come up, 
and did not get back to Oberstdorf until about Io P.M., to find that 
our parents, most commendably, had only within the last half hour or 
so been feeling any anxiety. 

But of all those days at Oberstdorf the one I remember best is a 
day when we ascended an eminence that bore (though it little deserved, 
for it was 4Qf very insignificant height) the high-sounding name of 
Hitnmelschrofen. I remember ascending a long steep grass slope, 
and how presently there appeared above us a group of peasants cutting 
hay. We were perhaps a hundred feet below them when a small stone 
came down towards us, set in motion by a foot or a scythe. It passed 
within five yards or so, and would doubtless have made a bruise if it 
had hit one of us. So when we came up with the mowers we rebuked 
them for this breach of mountaineering etiquette. They, if I remember 
rightly, expressed regret, and we went on our way, still perhaps a little 
indignant, but not without recognition of the fact that it is not given 
to all to know and to practise the law of the mountain. And indeed I 
do not think I should now remember the incident were it not for the 
fact that, some three or four hundred feet farther up, it fell to our lot 
also to disturb a stone. It was a stone of about the size of an average 
teapot. It rolled, then jumped, and a m~ment later was tearing down
ward with enormous bounds. Exactly in the line of fire were the 
mowers, peacefully engrossed in mowing. We had a little German, 
and down the hillside we shouted our p~rhaps rather informal apology, 
' Es kommt ein Stein.' I do not know in what spirit it was received. 
If there were any protests they did not reach us. At any rate there were, 
I believe, no casualties. , 

We decided to descend that mountain on the other side. This side 
was a good deal steeper than the side by which we had come up, and 
right up to the top was a mass of scrub and stunted conifers most 
awkward to negotiate. But we found a great yellow scar that seamed 
the mountain nearly from top to bottom, and that took the most direct 
line possible towards the valley. This was devoid of vegetation. Down 
it we proceeded gingerly, using our alpenstocks in contact with the 
ground below us in the manner beloved of the inexperienced. All 
went vvell until we had got down perhaps six or seven hundred feet, and 
the scar had now become a fairly wide shallow scoop, when a stone 
about twice the size of a man's head came tearing down it with terrific 
velocity, and missed us both narrowly. It now occurred to us that 
there might be a reason why our scoop was free from vegetation, and 
we quickly decided that the tangled and scrubby hillside was preferable. 
We had barely reached the edge of it when there came down a tre
mendous avalanche of stones that took several seconds to pass us and 
swept the scoop completely from side to side. That evening we 
were not late for dinner, and had not given our parents even a moment's 
anxiety. And we felt that we had had a not uninstructive day. 

Oberstdorf was a very happy hunting ground in those days when the 
charming peasants of the Bavarian Highlands were as yet unprussianised 
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and allowed to be themselves. Some of us will rememb·er how half a 
dozen upland valleys converge there, and the immense variety of 
expeditions, delightful if one did not pine too much for higher country, 
that these and the intervening ridges afforded. 

In 1893 my parents chose Wildhaus as our centre. This time my 
brother and I approached a local guide, and asked him to suggest a 
few expeditions. He told us that he was forty, and I wondered how 
so old a man could possibly get up any mountain. I still have some 
memory of two expeditions that we had. One was a traverse of the 
Altmann. Some of us will remember, it looks from the valley not 
very unlike half an immense oyster shell set up on edge. To my young 
eyes it appeared most formidable, and I viewed the prospect of as
cending it with · some apprehension, though I did not say so. My 
recollection pictures most of the summit ridge as about as narrow as 
Crib Goch but with as steep a drop on both sides as that has on its 
steeper side. Our guide did not rope us. He just walked on in front 
whistling furiously, and never once looked round. I still doubt if the 
whistling was from pure lightheartedness. And at the time at any rate I 
felt pretty sure that it was from a desire to instil into us a confidence that 
he did not think the situation, without this reassurance, could be 
expected to inspire. A bread pill that the patient knows is a bread pill 
makes a poor faith cure. And I advanced very, very cautiously, and 
fell some distance behind the others, but managed to come up with 
them when we got on to a broader part of the ridge. 

The other expedition was an ascent of the Silberplatte and the 
traverse of the ridge leading from that mountain to the Santis. We 
timed this so as to arrive at the top of the Santis about sunset, sleep in 
the inn near the summit, and return to Wildhaus next morning ; so 
we had all day for the ascent and the traverse. The length of the 
ridge from the Silberplatte to the Santis is nearly two miles, and all 
the way we had the weather clear for the vast view. It will be remem
bered how from near the Spliigen far to the south the Rhine flows north
ward to the Lake of Constance, and there is nothing in any direction 
within twenty miles of the Santis that overtops it. To the east, south 
and south-west it is a distant view of innumerable summits such as 
you may get from any Alpine peak that has no. higher mountains near 
it. But there is perhaps no point where the Alps fall on their northern 
side more abruptly to the plains than here ; and what I think impressed 
me most was this northern view a score of undulations far below, 
beyond them the Lake of Constance, and beyond that lowlands fading 
away into infinite distance where earth and sky were indistinguishable. 

We made our next visit to the Alps in 1895, and stayed first at the 
Col du Lautaret. We had by this time had the good fortune to become 
acquainted with S. B. Donkin, and he and we joined forces at Lautaret. 
My ascents there were higher indeed than any I had made before, but 
small beer for that part of the world. They consisted merely, if I may 
borrow a phrase from the B.B.C., of things like the Roche du Grand 
Galibier, the Pie de Combeynot and the Pie des Trois Ev eches, all of 
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them easily reached from the Col. Of these ascents I can remember 
little beyond the terrific stoniness of the Combeynot and the per
formances of a gentleman who accompanied us up the Galibiex:. One · 
of these was, the moment he had reached the summit, to pick up, one 
after another, large rocks such as Homer's combatants were vvont to 
hurl at one another, and send them crashing down the mountain side. 
To our vigorous protests, which were ineffective until reinforced by 
mollis manuum i1npositio, he replied,' J'ai une manie de faire rouler les 
pierres.' . 

Far otherwise was it with Donkin and my brother, who availed 
themselves in very different fashion of the opportunities of our situation. 
They engaged Clemenz· Zurbriggen and his son, also named Clemenz, 
and with them made expeditions which included traverses of La Meije 
and of Les Ecrins. 

One afternoon these two guides and my father were sitting together 
on the grass at Lautaret smoking their pipes, when there walked up 
to them a french army officer in a very immaculate and imposing 
uniform. ' Sind Sie alle drei aus Zermatt ? ' he enquired. ' Die 
anderen zvvei sind a us Zermatt,' replied my father, 'ab er ich bin a us 
London.' The officer walked away without another word, looking 
completely nonplussed and not a little annoyed, and probably reflecting 
that steps ought to' be taken to discourage these peasants from pulling 
the legs of high military officers. ·Will you forgive me if I say that to 
my eyes my fath~r, spare, tanned, bearded, whose principal ascent up 
to that time had been, I think, the Eggishorn, looked the part to 
perfection ? I would have engaged him without the slightest hesitation, 
and so I believe would any of us who were looking for experience 
rather than youth and speed. 

My brother's traverses with Donkin and the Zurbriggens of La 
Meije and of Les Ecrins were not without adventure, and perhaps I 
may be allowed to say a word about them. Fo·r La Meije the party 
bivouacked at the Rocher de 1' Aigle, for there was no hut there in those 
days. The night was none too warm, and they were glad to get on the 
move at dawn without staying to eat more than a mouthful of breakfast. 
They made rapid progress up to the Pie Central, but as they advanced 
along the ridge towar~s the Breche Zsigmondy were beginning to feel 
the need of food. It was, however, decided to endeavour to postpone 
the first meal until the top of the Grand Pie was reached, and there, 
with plenty of time in hand, to make a really good job of it. It was on 
the descent into the Breche Zsigmondy that an unfortunate tragedy 
occurred. The younger Zurbriggen was wearing one of those rucksacks 
(happily now obsolete) that had a hook at the lower end of one shoulqer 
strap and a ring on the sack for the hook to go into. And this mom.ent, 
just as young Zurbriggen was on the most awkward. bit of this awkward 
place, the ring and the hook chose for parting company, and the sack 
slipped from his shoulders and fell a few thousand feet to the Glacier 
de la Meije, where no doubt it secured access to the interior of a 
crevasse. It contained the whole of the provisions which the party 
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had with them. By the time they had reached, in the descent from the 
Grand Pie, the Breche du Glacier Carre, the need of food had greatly 
reduced their pace and strength, and, as there appeared to be a danger 
of their being benighted on the Grande Muraille, they decided, rather 
than risk this, to bi~ouac as best they could near the glacier. It was 
cold, and nobody slept, but luckily the night was fine ; and in the 
morning they got do\vn hungry but not unhappy, to the Glacier des 
Etan9ons and on to the inn at La Berarde in .time for breakfast there. 
And so far were they from being any the worse for this experience that 
only two days later they were thoroughly enjoying the traverse of Les 
Ecrins. But on the descent of the north face of that mountain a more 
serious misadventure befel them. 

They had descended the steep ice slope immediately below the 
summit, and I think had crossed the bergschrund at its foot, and 
Donkin had unroped to take a photograph, when a small falling stone 
hit the elder Zurbriggen on the head and momentarily stunned him, 
and he fell, and pulled his son and my brother with him. They fell a 
distance of three or four hundred · feet on snow, and when the slope 
eased somewhat, pulled up, with the aid of braking ice-axes, a short 
distance above a crevasse, the journey to the interior of which, however, 
to my brother's immense annoyance, his pipe completed. 

• 

Zurbriggen's loss of consciousness had been momentary, but un
fortunately he had badly hurt one knee, and getting the party down 
was a very arduous job. No one else was hurt, and three weeks later 
Zurbriggen had completely recovered, and was climbing again. 

Meantime we had moved on to Pralognan. An ascent thence of 
the Dome de Chasseforet was the biggest thing I had so far done. My 
brother and I left Pralognan about 5 P.M., and took a porter as far 
as the hut, which was, if I remember rightly, the Chalet des Lacs. The 
porter was pale and anaemic-looking, and breathed rather loudly. I 
thought he could not be strong, and put more weight into my own 
rucksack than I should otherwise have carried, though only a very 
moderate share of our total impedimenta. As you are anticipating, 
it was I who arrived at the hut in a state of almost complete collapse, 
while he, who seemed to be out of breath the whole way, did not turn 
a .hair. It was my first discovery of something that soon became 
axiomatic that the walk up to a hut may easily be the most exhausting 
part of an ordinary Alpine expedition. Our cool and enjoyable ascent 
of the Chasseforet next day was a great contrast ; and it was for me a 
memorable experience to spend a day in the wild solitudes of the great 
snovvfields of the Vanoise Glacier, which, after leaving the Chasseforet, 
we followed northward almost throughout their length, dropping 
down to Pralognan from near the Col de la V anoise. 
. 1,he year I 896, though a bad weather year, brought me one of the 
best holidays I have ever had, for Donkin and my brother and I 
abandoned centres. We took Kufstein as a starting point, crossed 
over the Kaisergebirge to Ellmau, went on over a series of low passes 
to the Zillertal and to the Berlin hut, where we stayed several days, 
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-traversed the Schwarzenstein to the Ahrental, went up to Rein, where 
we stayed several more days, went on to Innichen, walked up to Bad 
Moos and over the Toblinger Riedl to Landro and thence by the 
Misurina See to Tre Croci, where we stayed several more days, and 
then on through the Dolomites and finally down the Grodnertal to 
Waidbruck, where 've ended our holiday. It may seem almost in-

. credible now, but on the fine August day \V hen we · traversed the 
Ellmauer Halt I do not think there was another party on the Kaiserge
birge, and I am afraid we \Vere all too unconscious of the manifold 
delights that further exploration might · have revealed. From the 
Berlin hut the climb which I remember best \vas that of the Feldkopf 
or Zsigmondyspitz-e. We found it a very pleasant rock climb indeed 
(rock scramble I suppose an expert of today would say), steep and with 
hardly anywhere a shortage of holds, thoroughly restful and delectable. 
A day o'r two later from Rein we enjoyed the contrasting ascent of the 
snowy Hochgall, fairly steep in-the upper part as we thought in those . 
days. In the Dolomites there was a good deal of snow on the rocks, 
and we only got up Monte Cristallo. I suppose we were a little dis
appointed to be just walking past the Drei Zinnen, Tofana, Marmolata 

. and the Langkofel ; but one wouldn,t object to be doing that now r 
In August I 898, I had the good fortune, for ten days or so, to be a 

member of a large party at Arolla, the leader of which was John 
: Hopkinson, the eldest of those five famous brothers, all members of 
the Club, of whom only one now remains with us. If I were to attempt 
to narrow down to so short a time the culmination for my own ex
perience of the European civilisation that preceded the first great 
eruption of German barbarism in our time it would be to those ten 
days that I should assign it. Delightful mountain expeditions, the . 
·best of company in abundance, glorious weather could anything more 
.be .needed for the upraising of body, mind and spirit? A great many 
of us went together up the Pigne, a fair-sized party did the Tsa, and a 
smaller party the Tsa by the face. And with Hopkinson and his eldest 
daughter and second son, a delightful boy of 18, I had a most happy 
.day on the Pointe des Douves Blanches. I think it was on that day 
:that I had my first near view of the Matterhorn, and this combined 
view of the tremendous west and north faces is for me the finest of all 
views of the mountain. 
. John Hopkinson, who was in his fiftieth year, had been finding in 
the first days of that holiday that his going was not quite what it had 
been ; but while I was there he left us for two or three days, and with 
his young son and Jean Maitre, went over to Breuil and traversed the 
Matterhorn. He returned with the feeling that that expedition had 
brought him well up to form again, and his wife told me that he then 
said to her, 'We must never let anything interfere with our annual 
Alpine holiday.' 

Next year it fell to my turn to make that traverse. I had gone to 
·Switzerland with a companion whose chief motive in going was, . I 
think, a desire to ascend the Matterhorn. There \vere, of course~ 
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about that time an appreciable number of people with whom it was 
an ambition to do or have done it, and, when that ambition was 
achieved, not all of them did a great deal more mountaineering. We, 
too, took Jean Maitre as guide, and also one of the Maquignaz. I 
cannot recall the latter;s christian name, but I remember an un
forgettable thing that will identify him for some members. He had 
lost all the toes of one foot from · frostbite contracted on some ex
pedition.1 l-Ie told us that though he found this no physical handicap, 
it was proving a great handicap to him professionally, for many people 
would not believe that after such an accident he could be fully capable 
and efficient. We for our part found him in every respect both of these 
things ; and I ~emember how he expressed himself on the point. 
' Give _me,' he said, ' a loaf of bread and· a bottle of wine, and I will 
traverse the Matterhorn every day for a week." 

Jean Maitre's favourite drink on a mountain was not, it appeared, 
wine : it was milk. When I commented on this he remarked, ' Yes, 
children drink much milk ; and -in many things we do well to do as 
children do.' What a sound and wise remark! Would that its 
philosophy had sunk into the minds of all who, from having homes··in 
or near the Alps, have had the opportunity of drinking the ·milk of 
those mild Alpine herds. 

I remember ridiculously little about that traverse. Certainly, as we 
climbed up smooth 30-ft. overhangs by means of rope ladders we got 
the impression that Carrel's feat in 1865 must have been an astounding 
one ; and though \Ve knew that his party had not followed the 
line of the ropes and rope ladders, we found it very difficult to imagine 
what possible line they could have followed. One trifle that remains in 
my memory is the surprise that the entrance door of the Italian hut 
gave me such a narrow door, yet, when it was open, overhanging by 
a third of its width for many yards down the precipice below. And 
then there .is a faint memory of the Tete du Lion dark against a yellow 
suriset sky. 'fhe view from the top did not come up to my anticipation. 
I suppose I had expected the Matterhorn to be at least as great to look 
from as I had found it to be to lool~ at. 

Was this ' a day with great leaders ' ? In a sense perhaps it was. But 
I suppose the ideology of that phrase involves that the leader should be· 
extended. And ours were not. · 

Have I ever had such a day ? There was a day in 1902 when W. G. 
Adams and I, led by Maurice Crettex, made an unsuccessful attempt 
on the Aiguille V erte by the north ridge. Conditions were not favour
able, and there was a good deal of new snow on the big rock gendarmes. 
We did not get far beyond the Petite Aiguille Verte. Not long after, in 
the descent, we had passed that point, a curious kind of avalanche 
occurred. An approximately rectangular piece of . the neve wit4 hori
zontal sides about 300 yards long and ends pointing straight up the 
slope about 40 . yards long, suddenly decided to slip, and take up a 

1 This must have been Baptiste Maquignaz, frostbitten during 
of the Peteret ridge in i893. A.J. 33· so. 

the ascent . 
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position 100 yards or so lower down. It effected the move very 
suddenly and quickly, without breaking into fragments or lumps, and 
with its shape and the directions of its ends and sides almost unaltered, 
and stopped as suddenly as it had started. A bit of the edge of the thing 
gave the back of my leg a hard knock, and all but sent me sprawling. 
How we should have fared if we had been in the centre of its downward 
course instead of at the very edge of it I hardly like to think. 

Next day, still in bad weather, we traversed the Aiguille du 
Chardonnet from Lognan to the Saleinaz hut. Crettex knocked 
masses of new snow from the tops of the short. bits of snow arete between 
the gendarmes of the east ridge .to make them safely negotiable. When 
it came to the descent of the north face, which was pure ice, snow was 
falling and a bitter wind was blowing. Crettex turned straight down 
and cut large steps, and, like our guide on Altmann in 1893, never 
looked round. He did not whistle. My hands were very cold. Was 
Crettex extended ? I certainly saw no signs of it. I was. 

But in the literal sense of the words I have undoubtedly had a day 
with a great leader. For I have had a day, though a day of very 
ordinary achievement, with Alexander Burgener. And if I tell how 
that came about then it will indeed be time for me to stop. 

In 1906, when I had been a member of the Club for a lustrum or so, 
my father and mother and I were at Zinal. I was without climbing 
companions ; but in our hotel there was an army officer who enter
tained, not for himself, but for his boy of 17 who was with him, the 
ambition that I have mentioned as not uncommon of dQing the 
Matterhorn. He asked me if I would take the boy, who had as yet 
done no climbing, up it ; and I replied by offering to try a few smaller 
expeditions with him, and see how we got on, and then to consider 
further the idea· of tackling, suitably guided, the big mountain. 

So we two went up the Diablons, and then proceeded to the Mountet 
and did the Besso. The boy took to it very well indeed, and I think 
much enjoyed the proceedings as long as one did not hesitate at all 
about the choice of route. If one did he was apt to think that disaster 
was impending ; so any such doub~s had to be kept strictly to oneself, 
and all decisions had to be made ambulando. 

After doing the Besso we spent another night at the Mountet. I 
wanted to get in one more expedition with him, and had chosen the 
S.E. ridge of the Bouquetin that is so conspicuous from the lVIountet. 
I do not mean the Dents des Bouquetins, but the Bouquetin that is 
between the Grand Cornier and the Pigne de la Lex. My idea was to 
return to Zinal by way of the summit of the Pigne de la Lex, and I had 
formed on the Diablons the opinion that we could descend from that 
summit easily by the snow slopes of the north face. 
. Our route to the Bouquetin proved pleasant and entertaining, and 

we did not hurry over it ; nor did we hurry to leave the summit~ 
Not very long after we did leave it we were at the top of the Pigne ·de 
la Lex ; but here I sustained a fearful shock. The north face that · 
had looked like such an attractive snow. slope from the Diablons a few 
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days before proved to be pure ice. I had no fancy for that, nor had I 
for the crevasses of the Moiry Glacier. I knew that I must not hesitate, 
and without pause we started from the summit down ~ gully on the 
east side of the mountain that I had never even noticed from the 
Besso, whence I could have seen it welL It was a pure gamble. At 
first the gully went easily enough, but it was not long before we were 
forced out on the east face to the south of the gully. This was a series 
of little drops at first about 5 ft. high, separated by horizontal ledges 
at first about r8 inches wide. Down we lowered ourselves from one 
ledge to another. But the ledges steadily got narrower and the inter
vening faces higher and more nearly vertical. Further to the right 
these ledges petered out. I worked to the left and took a glance at 
our old gully. At the level we were at it looked quite impracticable 
for us.. But there was a tongue of snow that ran a good way up it 
from the slopes above the Durand Glacier, and the top ofthat was not 
so very far below. I traversed back and we continued our descent, 
still with the ledges narrowing and the intervening faces heightening, 
till we got to the lowest ledge that I felt that we were safe on. Then we 
traversed along it to the left. By the greatest good fortune it took us to 
a point whence we could reach the very top of the tongue of snow. 

We were down. The President has recently written in our JouRNAL 

that an ascent wrenched from a mountain wall by the help of happy 
accident, and undeserved by our skill or prevision, can be no cause for 
mountaineering pride. I was very conscious of that in regard to our 
descent, and as we slid and glissaded down the lower part of the tongue 
of snow to the grass slopes above the Durand Glacier I felt mightily 
grateful to the gods. 

It was on our -vvay to the Matterhorn hut a few days later that I first 
met Burgener. He was descending with a single Herr. We had taken 
a young guide who had just got his patent, and had not yet ascended 
the mountain. Our parties met between the Hiirnli and the hut, and 
stopped and chatted for several minutes, and Burgener was most 
talkative and friendly . . 

Next morning our young guide was all for an early start ; he was 
not going to be shown the way by other parties, of which there were 
several. Never before or since have I viewed the beginnings of dawn 
from such a height. I can still see the long purple streak that appeared 
so sudden! y at the horizon before the blackness about us had lifted at 
all, and against '\\rhich distant mountain forms were silhouetted. I 
well remember that, and the scramble in the dark that preceded it, when 
we never knew what was below us, though of the rest of the ascent 
not much remains in my memory. But on the way down a thing 
happened which it would be difficult quite to forget. I was descending 
first, and had just reached a point, a good way below the shoulder, 
where the angle steepened. I was holding on to rather small holds and 
looking for footholds below, when a stone about as big as a man's .head 
set in motion by a descending party that was a short distance above us 
hit me on the shoulder. It just forced me from my handholds, and, 
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with my feet still in contact with the mountain, and leaning outwards on 
the .rope, I started a rapid pas seul downwards, dragging my com
panions after ~e. Disaster was averted by my opportune arrival at a 
horizontal ledge about three feet wide, just before I had dragged the 
middle man down on to the steeper ground at the top of which I had 
been struck. The tension on the rope prevented my overshooting this 
ledge, and, as soon as I stopped, friction on the less steep ground above 
was sufficien·t to stop my companions. The blow on my shoulder had 
shaken me a little, and I spent another night at the Matterhorn hut, 
while the others went down to Zermatt. Several times later I repeated 
this experience of spending a night at a high hut on a descent and, until 
the days arrived when huts were generally overcrowded, I found it a 
delightful thing to do. 

We two decided to have one more expedition with our young guide, 
and a day or two later w~ found ourselves at the Fluh Alp en route 
for the Rimpfischhorn. And thither as it chanced came that evening 
Burgener and the Herr we had met with him above the Hornli, with the 
same object in view. And while we, the only guests at the alp, were 
having supper together, Burgener's Herr sugges.ted that our parties 
should amalgamate, a suggestion of which we were very ready indeed 
to avail ourselves. 

The difficulties of•the ordinary route up the Rimpfischhorn in good 
conditions are of a very mild order ; yet the expedition seemed 
sufficient to give one an idea of Burgener's quality. On the easy 
gradient of the Langenfluh Glacier he moved upward at an un
expectedly slow pace. 'fhroughout the day our guide, whose name I 
am sorry to say I have forgotten, and. whose immense respect for 
Burgener was obvious, with great modesty almost effaced himself ; 
but at this point my young companion walked forward from the rear 
of the party until he was level with the leader. As he came abreast of 
him, Burgener looked at him, and remarked, ' You can go on if you 
like.' Is an invitation to do a thing a reason 'for not doing it ? My 
young friend at any rate appeared to see this one in that light, for he 
promptly resumed his position at the back of the party, and remain·ed 
there until, later on, we were roped. When we came, high~r up, to 
such obstacles to progress as there were, we were all just. ready for 
rather harder exercise, and, as he dealt even with these, it was im
possible not to see how great a master of his craft Burgener was. I 
experienced the very impression that Mummery records of his ap
pearing to gro\V in stature, to dilate as it were, in proportion to such 
difficulties as were encountered. To us he was most friendly, and I 
took to him immensely. His roughness was the ruggedness of that 
rude strength which can make goodwill really effective. In spite of, 
or rather, perhaps, because of his deliberation, we were at the top 
by 10 o'clock, quite early enough for anybody who likes to be com
fortable on a mountain summit. 

I arh afraid this Paper, besides being about nothing in particular, 
has been very frankly egotistica~. But once one has committed oneself 
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to an autobiographical line it is difficult to avoid a rather frequent use 
of the ·shortest word in our language . 

.Jn the troublous round of ordinary life in these turbulent times our 
memories of happy days of long ago are apt to get badly snowed under ; 
and it has been a most pleasant task for me to make this attempt to 
dig some of 'mine out and dust · them for my own behoof and your 
kindly tolerance and forbearance. It has made me feel that I might 
end this Paper with the concluding words of a stanza of Emily Bronte's : 
. . 

• 

' Are not the best beloved of years 
Around your heart for ever ? ' 

HOC ERA T IN VOTIS 

BY G. A. HASLER 

HE Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL suggests in a very kind way 
that I might feel like writing a further instalment of past wan
derings, to follow up my tales of old Christen J ossi. I have a 

distrust of encores : they make me think of Gilbert ·and Sullivan's 
operas, which I C;lffi sure have suffered not so much by the demands 
of the audien~e to ' do it again ' as that, on the smallest excuse, some 
of the performers would insist on doing it again and again. I tell 
myself : beware of repetition. But as it is close time for moun
taineering stories of new deeds in the grand style, perhaps it may just 
be permissible to brood over' the days that were that never will be 
more.' . 

It is restful to think of the placid lives led by the burghers of Bern 
. so many years ·ago. How well I reme~ber as a small boy those well _ 
regulated days when everything went like clockwork, when the stoves 
were well stoked in winter, and the markets well stocked all the year 
round ; when all necessary and lots of unnecessary things were to be 
.had for the asking, and there was a lot more soap than a small boy 
·considered needful or desirable. It makes one wonder sometimes . 

whether these days are delirium or those days hallucination ! . 
I 

In the summertime came a regular trek from the town to a country 
house outside Bern. At that time the countryside was full of fine old 
houses built in the days when Versailles in miniature represented the 
ultimat~ architectural word to the village squires of Switzerland. Fine 
old houses : I do not say that they were convenient, nor had the.y many 
rudimentary fittings, perhaps that was why their legal owners did not 
live in them. But they were well placed with plenty of land, and a 
hotne farm run by a peasant with lots of hens, cows and pigs. The 
houses may have been draughty and difficult, even impossible to warm 
on wet days (what holidays are remembered by wet cold days by the 
young ?), but there was a sense of space and leisure lost in recent years . 
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